BEAVER BOARDWALK COMMUNITY OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting Agenda
March 9, 2022
Committee Room & Zoom Info Included in Meeting Invite
4:00-6:00 pm
The Vision
The Beaver Boardwalk is a beloved community asset that balances a fiscally responsible, safe,
outdoor recreational and educational experience with minimal impact to the natural landscape.
**START VIDEO RECORDING THEN CALL TO ORDER**
1.0 AGENDA
1.1 Additions to the Agenda
2.0 ADOPTION OF MEETING MINUTES
2.1 BBOC Meeting Minutes – February 9, 2022 & February 23, 2022
3.0 ACTION ITEMS
3.1 Appointment of BBOC Chair
4.0 DISCUSSION ITEMS
4.1 Committee Communications
4.2 History of the Boardwalk – Presented by Beth.
4.3 Review of BEBO Council Recommendations – Piles & General Mandate
4.4 2022 Proposed Grant Funded Projects (Old Business from February 9, 2022)
4.4.1 Towers
4.4.2 Picnic Tables
4.4.3 Additional Open Classroom
4.4.4 Reimer Dr. Entrance
4.4.5 Dock
4.4.6 Current Closed Sections – West Loop (Sections J&K)
4.4.7 Section A
4.4.8 West Connection to Bridge (Section O)
5.0 INFORMATION ITEMS
5.1 Phone List
5.2 Boardwalk Map w. Sections
5.3 BBOC Membership Advertising
5.3.1 Youth Rep – One Application Received
5.3.2 Indigenous Rep
5.3.3 Environmental Rep
6.0 NEXT MEETING DATE
6.1 Wednesday April 13, 2022, 4:00-6:00pm
7.0 ADJOURNMENT

BEAVER BOARDWALK COMMUNITY OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting Minutes
February 23, 2022
Zoom Info Included in Meeting Invite
4:00-6:00 pm
Beaver Boardwalk Community Oversight Committee Members Present:
Beth MacCallum, Douglas Lamb, Tom Marshall, Trevor Boutilier, Jan Vasbottn
Councillor Ostashek, Kevin Gedling
TOH Admin Present:
Strategic Services Manager – H. Waye
Parks, Recreation & Culture Manager – H. v Klaveren
Arena & Parks Supervisor – C. Oshanyk
The Vision
The Beaver Boardwalk is a beloved community asset that balances a fiscally responsible, safe,
outdoor recreational and educational experience with minimal impact to the natural landscape.
**START VIDEO RECORDING THEN CALL TO ORDER**
Councillor Ostashek called the BBOC Emergency Meeting to order at 4:04pm.
1.0 AGENDA
Jan: Move to adopt the BBOC Emergency Meeting Agenda of February 23, 2022. –
Carried.
1.1 Additions to the Agenda
2.0 ADOPTION OF MEETING MINUTES
2.1 None until March 9, 2022.
3.0 ACTION ITEMS
3.1 Review of Administrative Report: Boardwalk Rehabilitation Project Amendment
Consensus was reached by the BBOC that Scenario 1 & 2 of the Boardwalk Rehabilitation
Project Amendment Report be recommended to Council.
Beth: Move that the extension of work to area 1 (Sutherland entrance and to the east)
remain at 1.2m in width. – Carried.
4.0 DISCUSSION ITEMS
4.1 Committee Vacancies
Jan: Move to fill vacant BBOC membership positions as soon as possible. – Carried.
5.0 INFORMATION ITEMS
6.0 NEXT MEETING DATE
6.1 Wednesday March 9, 2022, 4:00-6:00pm
7.0 ADJOURNMENT
Jan: Move to adjourn the BBOC Emergency Meeting of February 23, 2022 at 5:20pm. –
Carried.

BEAVER BOARDWALK COMMUNITY OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting Minutes
February 9, 2022
Civic Centre – Committee Room
Zoom Info under separate invite
4:00-6:00 pm
Beaver Boardwalk Community Oversight Committee Members Present:
Beth MacCallum, Douglas Lamb, Tom Marshall, Trevor Boutilier, Vivian Sergeew,
Councillor Ostashek
BBOC Members Absent: Kevin Gedling
TOH Admin Present: H. Waye, A. McEachern, D. Weber
Strategic Services Manager –
Acting Parks, Recreation & Culture Manager – A. McEachern
Arena & Parks Supervisor – C. Oshanyk
Acting Director of Community Services – H. v Klaveren
Capital Projects: D. Daley-Beckford
TOH Admin Absent:
The Vision
The Beaver Boardwalk is a beloved community asset that balances a fiscally responsible, safe,
outdoor recreational and educational experience with minimal impact to the natural landscape.
Call to order 4:05pm
1.0 AGENDA
1.1 Additions to the Agenda
•
Councillor Ostashek: 3.1 and 5.1 needs to be covered today due to Council
decisions. Item 4.1 may be delayed due to time crunch. Request to switch
items 4.0 to 5.0. No objections.
•
Beth: Add update to 2022 construction. No objects, added to Agenda
1.2 Adoption of Agenda – Motion: Jan, carried
2.0 ADOPTION OF MEETING MINUTES
2.1 BBOC Meeting Minutes – January 12, 2022: No additions
2.2 Adoption of Minutes of January 12, 2022 – Motion: Beth, carried
3.0 ACTION ITEMS
3.1 Review of Administrative Inquiry re: MWL Bridge Project & Tender Package
•
Items for administration question should be brought up for discussion so
they represent the board’s concerns
•
Diana Daley-Beckford: Council’s motion “NELSON – That Council
proceed with Option 3 – Build Boardwalk Approaches (North, South &
West) to Maxwell Lake Bridge with limited plaza features as required for
connectivity, with no modification to the bridge structure or elevation.
Carried 4-3 Against: Haas, Michaels, Race”. Project was tendered with
opportunity to extend boardwalk to north trail, over gravel. South
boardwalk was not extended due to funds available. Three options
considered during design cost estimate phase.
I.
Ramps only, north and south ramps. No west connection.
Estimated $270,000 during design

II.

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

North side only, exclude west connection and south ramps.
Estimated $270,000 during design
III.
North trail to bridge, south ramp down to gravel, no west
connection. Estimated $326,347 during tender.
Jan: Recognizes the importance of the west connection but questioned the
proposed design, including dog-leg alignment. Diana replied this is to
connect with existing west trail. Estimated ~$95,000 for just west
connection.
Doug: Confirming one (1) bid received with two (2) week open RFP
timeline. Diana confirmed
Doug: Asking administration why ramps were selected instead of stairs.
Diana responded for accessibility.
Jan: Requested construction options to be distributed to BBOC.
Beth: Concerned about contractor selected based on previous work. Diana
responded the contractor was working as directed by the engineering
design. Councillor Ostashek inquired about directions in place to monitor
contractor’s work during construction. Diana confirmed there will be onsite supervision during construction to monitor environmental and design
adherence.
Tom: BBOC has not been presented entire construction package prior to
discussion. Tendered options are new to the BBOC.
Beth: Stated grant instruction was for connectivity. Diana confirmed that
the grant is for connectivity.
Jan: Asked is there an option consideration that connected the north and
south ramps within the grant budget? Councillor Ostashek referred to
MWL Costing Sheet. At the time of Council’s direction, detailed cost
estimates were not available. BBOC can recommend Council to find
additional funds for full project, or additional scope to the project.
Doug: Asked what percentage of grant covers and if there is an expiry
date? Diana: Grant expires December 31, 2023 and covers 80% of capital
project cost. Town’s portion is $~68,856. Grants is ~$251,000. Total
budget is ~$359,376. Spent to date is $59,506 on approvals and
engineering. Remaining budget is $299,869.61. Doug: concerned about
single bidder during tender. Diana: Bids came below detailed cost
estimates, retendering costs could come back higher than cost estimate.
Supply chains have caused concerns and cost increases. Debbi: Tendering
process followed typical process on APC and on Town of Hinton’s
website. Alberta Environment’s restriction to winter construction timelines
could cause delays beyond December 2023 deadline.
Beth: Removal of bridge should still be considered by BBOC.
Jan: Town’s financial estimate for bridge removal with the other options
presented needs to be provided in order to discuss properly. Expeditated
timelines are causing the projects to move faster than preferred.
Councillor Ostashek: Sure Seal’s bid for all work except for all deletables:
$303,348, which is close to our available budget of $299,869.61.
Additional environmental costs, note as deletable are due to being specific
to West Connection project option. If these options are not pursued, these
costs are deletable. Diana: Confirmed that deleted means optional for the
project.
Diana: Town has applied for a stackable grant (additional $140,000) and
AEP approval has been received for bridge connection. Council will be
aware of the grant application during Council meeting. Results of the grant

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

application will be expected within 2-8 weeks. Grant approval required
AEP approval. AEP approval expires December 1, 2034.
Jan proposed motion of BBOC provides Council with ranked priority after
reviewing option:
I.
Priority 1: Purple - Full tendered project, including west
connection for $399,072.
II.
Priority 2: Pink - $303,348 (North connection to trail, south
connection to gravel)
III.
Priority 3: Red – ~$270,000 Ramps only to gravel on north and
south
Diana: reviewed tendered options:
I.
Purple: $399,072
• Includes connection to north trail, south landing, ramp to
gravel trail, west connection (deletable option)
II.
Red:$270,000 (construction estimate)
• Ramps on north and south side of bridge
III.
Green: $270,000 (Construction estimate)
• Connection to north trail only
IV.
Pink (Purple excluding west connection): $303,348 (tendered
price)
• Includes connection to north trail, south landing and ramp to
gravel trail
Councillor Ostashek: Can contractor walk away due to changing scope?
Diana: Unable to rule out the possibility. Contractor was aware the project
was going before Council prior to construction.
Beth: Asking administration to expand on reasoning behind S6 piling
specification was used. Diana: Piling specification selected (S6) is
standard specification for highway and pedestrian boardwalk and bridges.
Tom: Asked for Administration to clarify question to engineers
specifically regarding the boardwalk portion. Councillor Ostashek: The
Town has hired a professional engineering company to certify the piling
specifications. The BBOC intention is not to question the engineering.
Beth: Asking Diana to clarify the elevation difference in west connection.
Hans: West connection will require a slope to connect to proposed north
connection. West loop will need to be rebuilt higher than existing.
Councillor Ostashek: Conditions to recommendations priority ranking is
possible, such as funds availability not to be funded through taxation,
debenture or reserves.
Diana: Highlighting west loop is currently closed and under water. If west
connection is built, it is currently going nowhere.
Trevor: Suggested the west connection is an estimated $93,000. This
connection length could likely be handled cheaper overall when
considering the full west loop upgrading at a future time, which allows for
future alignment considerations.
Diana confirmed the north landing is still a part of the Pink option.
Beth: Asked to clarify why designed north ramp is wider than south ramp.
Diana: Wider north landing to accommodate wheelchair turning
movement, existing signage and west connection. Signage placement can
be chosen by BBOC.
Jan: proposed amendment to initial motion to add funding conditions to
purple option: Amount in excess of available funding will be paid through
additional grants. Carried unanimously

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diana: 35 days available to award contract, otherwise tender is null and
void. Debbie: cautioned Winter work is constrained by definition by
Alberta Environment. Diana: No official date for Winter Work, based on
weather conditions.
Tom: Noted water act approval allows operation until April 16, after
which, work is shut down until roughly June.
Return to Jan’s motion called to question: BBOC provides Council with
ranked priority: Carried 6-1
I.
Priority 1: Purple - Full tendered project, including west
connection for $399,072
II.
Priority 2: Pink - $303,348 (North connection to trail, south
connection to gravel)
III.
Priority 3: Red – ~$270,000 Ramps only to gravel on north and
south
Beth: Asking group to discuss additional tasks including gravel removal,
bridge rail adjustments. Diana: AEP will direct Town to remove gravel if
required during inspections, not the Town’s decision. Tom: If gravel
removal is required, what is required to replace the gravel? Project scope
creep may occur.
Diana: AEP will schedule inspection and will provide direction with
proper construction notice.
Councillor Ostashek reminded committee should let Council and
Administration to handle details.
Beth: Put motion forward: The BBOC recommends removing creosote ties
and as much gravel that can be removed as reasonably possible.
Jan: This causes a chain reaction in delays and price. Councillor Ostashek
confirmed this is outside contract amount.
Heather: Suggested motion for Beth amends motion to: Bring forward
assessment of creosote removal
Hans: AEP has mandated removal of creosote under the bridge. If creosote
is discovered during construction, it must be handled through AEP.
Jan: Requested on future motions for members voting against to provide
their reasoning in order to further inform the BBOC of why they voted as
such
Beth amended proposed motion to: BBOC recommends gravel under
ramps be removed as part of the construction. Carried 5-2.
Diana: Contractor is aware there may be creosote removal within the
tender. Engineering supervision is a part of the contract to ensure creosote
is handled properly.

4.0 DISCUSSION ITEMS
4.1 2022 Proposed Grant Funded Projects
•
Jan: Motion to postpone 4.1 Discussion Items to March 9, 2022 meeting.
Carried unanimously.
•
Towers
•
Picnic Tables
•
Additional Open Classroom
•
Reimer Dr. Entrance
•
Dock
•
Current Closed Sections – West Loop (Sections J&K)
•
Section A

•
West Connection to Bridge (Section O)
4.2 Tender Information
•
Councillor Ostashek asked if tendered information public knowledge?
Diana: Construction estimates, costs and bidder are to be kept in
confidence until made public February 19, 2022.
5.0 INFORMATION ITEMS
5.1 Duplicated Boardwalk Section – Administrative Report
•
Hans: Council wants to hear of trail duplications for February 22, 2022
meeting. With prior BBOC discussions, drafted Duplicated Boardwalk
Sections. Document reviewed.
•
Councillor Ostashek: Confirms removals can be replaced with same
alignment. Heather: Removal and immediate replacement does not affect
wetland.
•
Ostashek: Current replacement projects are nearing $600,000 to date with
only a fraction replaced. BBOC will need to decide if replacement is
worth the investment on all sections. Closed sections may remain closed
for significant time. Committee’s scope also includes fiscal responsibility.
•
Jan: Boardwalk is in current state due to previous maintenance practice.
Are other construction techniques practical and cheaper?
6.0 2022 CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
•
Hans: Construction signage is up
•
Drilling in Section L in north pond, there is not enough ice or water to
build up sufficient ice. Section L can not be completed at this time due to
inability to get across the ice.
•
Green section (connection to shore) is workable.
•
Section B (dock to intersection) and Green is accessible once ability to get
equipment across the lake. Rig mats are an option to get across lake.
•
Grant has not been approved for extension at this time. Currently expires
June 2022. Rig matting would extend costs beyond grant amount.
7.0 NEXT MEETING DATE
7.1 Wednesday March 9, 2022, 4:00-6:00pm
8.0 ADJOURNMENT - 7:05 pm
•
Beth: Motion to adjourn: Carried unanimously

The Hinton Beaver Boardwalk
50th Anniversary of Town of Hinton

Beth MacCallum
March 9, 2022

Beginnings 2007 to 2009
Founders of the Beaver
Boardwalk
• West Fraser
• Rotary Club
• Whisky-jack Club
• Town of Hinton

Beginnings 2007 to 2009
Original Design

Beginnings 2007 to 2009
Original Build – 2007 Winter Construction
West Fraser Mills Pickup Truck

Volunteer Labour and Town / West Fraser Equipment

Beginnings 2007 to 2009
Grand Opening June 25, 2007

Beginnings 2007 to 2009

Beginnings 2007 to 2009
From: Beaver Boardwalk Summary July 2009
for Community in Blooms by Rick Bonar
•

2009: Volunteer support to date ~ $57,000 (3,000 hours @
$15/hour). More than 100 people have donated their time and
support. “Mister Boardwalk” Rocky Morin has donated more than 5
months of his time.

•

Funding to date ~ $245,000. Funding supplied by West Fraser Mills,
Forest Resource Improvement Association of Alberta, Teck Coal,
Alberta Lottery Fund Community Initiatives Program, Town of
Hinton, Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, and Hinton
Rotary Club.

•

Total project value to date ~ $318,000

•

Beaver boardwalk contributed to a Community in Blooms award in
2007 and “5 blooms” in 2008 and 2009
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

3.0 km wood boardwalk
Outdoor classroom
2 observation towers
8 interpretive signs
2 welcome signs, 1 project sign

Lookout Tower and Outdoor Classroom

Beginnings 2007 to 2009
From: Beaver Boardwalk Phase Three
Rick Bonar’s Vision
Objectives
1. Expand a public recreation project located at the edge of the
Town of Hinton in a natural wetland/forest complex in the
urban-wildland interface.
2. Expand public education and interpretation related to forest
ecosystems and forest management, both on site and through
related website and other communication materials.
3. Provide an outstanding opportunity for both Hinton residents
and visitors to view beavers and other wild species in a natural
setting. This is partly accomplished through a fall feeding
program to provide public viewing opportunity and reduce
beaver damage to trees in the project area.
4. Link to related programs and projects of the sponsor and
partner organizations to promote the concepts of conservation,
stewardship, and integrated management of Alberta forest
resources.

Hinton values Maxwell Lake for community bonding,
learning and connecting with nature.

Volunteer Maintenance Years 2010 to 2015

Rocky Morin Loading Thistles
Rick Bonar Cutting Aspen

2015 – End of an Era
Rocky passed away on Sept 27, 2015
Rick retired in 2015
Beaver Feeding

Volunteer Maintenance Years 2010 to 2015
Volunteer Maintenance Methods 2010 to 2015
Excerpt from Email: Rick Bonar to Beth MacCallum February 16, 2022
•

When we installed the outdoor classroom the posts hit refusal at a very shallow depth, so they sit on hard ground and that’s why
they are still stable

•

Most of the rest of the posts were similar – they went down to hard ground and shouldn’t really shift all that much.

•

Considerable portions of the section that runs through the forest aren’t on piles at all – they just sit on ledgers. Those are easy
fixes.

•

We deliberately put the boardwalk together with screws to make disassembly and repairs easier. By the way, those ACQ screws
don’t last forever and need regular maintenance too

•

I do agree that there are a few sections where these methods didn’t work and something else needs to be done. The most
prominent is [1] from the bridge to the classroom. We used 10’ posts in that section and they didn’t “hit bottom” when installed.

•

The same applies at the east end of the lake [2] on the short spur to the lower part of the tower, and • also [3] the last section of
the main boardwalk at that end of the lake. Rocky and I discussed screw piles, but we didn’t think they would work – the soils
are just too loose. I think those sections [2 and 3] should be floating.

•

We did annual maintenance ourselves (mostly Rocky did the work) with very little need for funding except for some screws and
hardware. Rocky simply unscrewed the sections that needed levelling and did whatever he thought would work for each
situation. Sometimes he extended a post or raised/straightened a post using a jack or winch and then put crosspieces on it to
brace against other posts and minimize resettling, etc.

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022
Beaver Boardwalk Assessment
Town Budget for Condition Assessment
$350,000
Actual Expenditures on Condition Assessment 2018-2019
$116,696 on:
•

Assess/Plan/Pre-design/Studies

•

Design

September 2018 Beaver Boardwalk Concept Design and Feasibility Report DRAFT
from April 2, 2019 Agenda Package
(PowerPoint Version presented to Council on November 13, 2018)
TRIGGERS PUBLIC OUTCRY

$4,881,724
$5,013,882
$1,856,597

Beaver Boardwalk Assessment

$4,605,150

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022
Bridge Replacement: 2018 removal

Toad Eggs

•

Original bridge from 1990s

•

Town refused Rick Bonar’s offer to replace during boardwalk construction

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022
Bridge Installation February 2019
Passed as $400K line item in 2017 Operation Budget

Screw pile punched through boardwalk

No Sediment curtains
No erosion control

Gravel Ramps removed late winter 2019

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022
Bridge Installation February 2019

Old Bridge
Gravel dragged across outlet

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022
Maxwell Lake Recreation Area Outline Plan 2019
From Agenda Package March 26, 2019
Report Date: March 2019
Appendix A: Maxwell Lake Recreation Outline Plan Engagement Summary
January 2019 (not included in agenda package)

Comments on survey question “What do you love about the proposed
enhancements?”
Of 87 written survey comments 39 comments said, “not much”, “nothing”, “not
a lot” or something similar…

Town Maintenance Years 2016 to 2022
Town Maintenance in Fall of 2020
Annual budget $60,000

Closed section repaired
and reopened

New boardwalk section in commonly flooded area

Why are wetlands so important?
Wetlands protect wildlife by
providing a safe place to sleep and eat.
Wetlands filter water
and clean up pollution and are
known as the kidneys of the planet.
Wetlands protect from
floods and drought.

It is estimated that Alberta
has lost
between 60 to 70 per cent
of the wetlands in the
settled areas.

Hinton values Maxwell Lake
for community bonding,
learning and connecting with
nature.

TOWN OF HINTON
Administrative Report
☐ DIRECTION REQUEST

☒ REQUEST FOR DECISION

☐ INFORMATION ITEM

DATE:

Regular Council Meeting of February 2, 2021

FROM:

Beaver Boardwalk Committee

RE:

BEAVER BOARDWALK RECOMMENDATIONS & DELIVERABLES

Recommended Action
That Council approve the Beaver Boardwalk Committee recommendations as outlined in this report.
That Council establish an oversight committee for the ongoing rehabilitation, and sustainability of the
Boardwalk, the composition of the committee will be determined through the Terms of Reference, and
the committee must include representation from community stakeholder groups.
That Council direct Administration to bring a Terms of Reference for the new Boardwalk committee prior
to June 30, 2021.
That Council approve the reintroduction of maintenance dollars in the amount of $60,000 within the
annual operating budget beginning in 2022, and that revaluation of this amount shall occur on an
ongoing basis.
That Council direct Administration to bring a report to a Standing Committee meeting with options for
the removal of duplicated boardwalk and trail sections, and with input from the oversight committee
once established.
That Council approve the 2021 MSP funded workplan.
That Council dissolve the current Beaver Boardwalk Committee subsequent to a handover meeting with
the new committee.

Background
The Beaver Boardwalk Committee (BEBO Committee) was established in July of 2019 with the purpose
of gathering, studying and discussing all relevant information regarding the Beaver Boardwalk condition
and rehabilitation project in order to provide Council with recommendations, and to inform Council in
making informed and transparent decisions regarding the Boardwalk’s future.
The Committee’s Terms of Reference (Attachment 1) sets out the following deliverables for the
committee:
1. Formulate a vision regarding the Beaver Boardwalk
2. Seek additional stakeholder and subject matter experts’ input
3. Formulate recommendations for approval by Council regarding:
a. Beaver Boardwalk Service Level

Written by: Heather Waye, Strategic Services Manager

Commented [HW1]: For clarity, do we want to say “ That
council approve the 2021 MSP funded workplan areas”.
If so, I would make the same change to recommendation #13
below.
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b.
c.
d.
e.

Current Maintenance of the Beaver Boardwalk
Rehabilitation
Financial and budgetary impact
Other recommendations deemed applicable

Since the Committee’s inception, the group has worked to understand the Alberta Environment Water
Act, and its various application processes. Further, the Committee has lobbied at the provincial level in
order to streamline and advance the Town’s application to more quickly and definitively understand the
scope of work that will be permissible within the wetland boundary. Without an understanding of the
scope of work, Committee deliverables related to maintenance and rehabilitation could not be
determined in entirety.
Administration first received partial approval from Alberta Environment to conduct low level type
maintenance that includes the use of hand tools to straighten and brace the existing structures, and to
build new boardwalk on top of existing gravel trails that often become washed out or submerged in
water. The remainder of the application, which allows for the responsible use of machinery in the area
in order to fully replace and repair sections was received from Alberta Environment in the first week of
January 2021.
A community engagement survey in 2019 was also conducted to help the Committee understand which
areas and sections of the boardwalk are most frequented and deemed of high importance to the overall
Boardwalk system. The intent of this survey was to understand and assist in shaping future maintenance
plans and a strategized expenditure of any future allocated funds.
The Committee has also undertaken a stakeholder identification exercise and engagement plan. One
in person stakeholder engagement meeting was held with local subject and historical matter experts.
This meeting yielded important insight related to deliverables 3b (current maintenance), 3c
(rehabilitation), and 3e (other recommendations). Other historical business partners were also engaged
by Administration to determine appetite for future support related to rehabilitation initiatives. The
response was positive, but without a full rehabilitation plan in place, the scale of commitment and
involvement has not been formalized.
In November of 2020, the Committee became aware of successful MSP grant applications conducted
by Administration which will provide much needed, but previously unanticipated funds to assist in
achieving rehabilitation deliverables. With an influx of funding in the amount of $300,000, the Committee
is now able to propose a work plan that fits within the parameters of the awarded grants and the final
approval received from Alberta Environment in the first week of January 2021.
With this new information, the Committee provided recommendations to Council related to the
Committee’s deliverables at the January 19, 2021 Standing Committee Meeting of Council.
Committee then provided the following direction: “That Committee direct the Beaver Boardwalk
Committee recommendations be brought to the February 2, 2020 Regular Council Meeting for
decision”.
Analysis
The below information provides both updates related to the deliverables, as well as Committee
recommendations where applicable:
1. Formulate a vision regarding the Beaver Boardwalk
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The Committee established and presented the following vision to Council: “The Beaver Boardwalk is a
beloved community asset that balances a fiscally responsible, safe, outdoor recreational and
educational experience with minimal impact to the natural landscape”.
2. Seek additional stakeholder and subject matter experts’ input
•
•
•
•
•
•

One survey was conducted. The engagement on this matter was conducted both online and in
person.
Stakeholder identification exercise conducted.
Stakeholder engagement plan created. This will require adaptation based on grant funding
requirements and other related recommendations from the Committee.
One stakeholder meeting was held with subject matter and historical experts.
Administration connected with previous business partners to gauge future involvement
opportunities.
Stakeholder emails were also sent out; however, some activities were difficult to manage due to
the impacts of the pandemic.

3. Formulate recommendations for approval by Council regarding:
Please note that recommendations with an asterisk (*) require a motion of Council and will be presented
as individual motions should Committee direct Administration to bring the Beaver Boardwalk Committee
Recommendations to a Regular Meeting of Council for decision.
Recommendation
Proposed Recommendation
Associated
#
Deliverable
* Recommendation Establish an oversight committee for the ongoing
3e:
1
rehabilitation, and sustainability of the Boardwalk. The
Other
composition of the committee will be determined through recommendations
deemed
the establishment of the Terms of Reference. The
applicable
committee must include representation from community
stakeholder groups.
Note: Please see Attachment 2 for a list of previously
identified stakeholder groups.
Recommendation 2 The Boardwalk Service Level and maintenance plans for
2022 and beyond will be determined by Administration with
input from the established oversight committee and will be
approved by Council.

3a:
Beaver
Boardwalk
Service Level

* Recommendation Council approve the reintroduction of maintenance dollars
3
in the amount of $60,000 within the annual operating
budget beginning in 2022, and that revaluation of this
amount shall occur on an ongoing basis.

3b:
Current
Maintenance of
the Boardwalk
3d:
Financial and
Budgetary
Impacts

Recommendation 4 That maintenance plans include funding to update,
increase, and or/replace educational signage.

3d:
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Financial and
Budgetary
Impacts
3c:
Rehabilitation
Recommendation 5 That replacement of large sections and other projects
beyond the scope of maintenance be funded through a
combination of reserve and grant funding.

3d:
Financial and
Budgetary
Impacts

Recommendation 6 To ensure the widening (to a minimum of 1.8m) of the
boardwalk at points of interest and on heavily used arterial
sections of the Boardwalk.
Recommendation 7 To use helical piles in the wetland area when replacing
sections of Boardwalk where remediation of the current
structure is no longer possible, or as planned within the
annual maintenance plan. Alternative footing choices may
be used in the upland area.

3c:
Rehabilitation

Recommendation 8 To reduce the need for railings, Boardwalk structures
should remain below 3 feet in height where possible.
Railings will be used in areas as required by building code
and where reasonably practicable to protect public safety
and/or to reduce liability.

3c:
Rehabilitation

Recommendation 9 That replacement decking be pressure treated softwood.

3b:
Current
Maintenance of
the Boardwalk

Recommendation
10

Recommendation
11

That the site be marketed in alignment with the vision
statement.

3c:
Rehabilitation

3c:
Rehabilitation
3a:
Beaver
Boardwalk
Service Level

3e:
Other
recommendations
deemed
applicable
To minimize the impact to aquatic wildlife, water-based
3a:
programming will be discouraged. Ice activities will
Beaver
Boardwalk
continue to be encouraged.
Service Level
3e:
Other
recommendations
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deemed
applicable
* Recommendation That Council direct Administration to bring a report to a
12
Standing Committee meeting with options for the removal
of duplicated boardwalk and trail sections and with input
from the oversight committee once established.

3c:
Rehabilitation

* Recommendation That Council approve the 2021 MSP funded workplan.
13

3c:
Rehabilitation

3d:
Financial and
Budgetary
Impacts
* Recommendation That Council dissolve the current Beaver Boardwalk
3e:
14
Committee subsequent to a handover meeting with the
Other
recommendations
new committee.
deemed
applicable
Implications of Decision
Should Committee direct Administration to bring the Beaver Boardwalk Committee recommendations
for decision on February 2, 2021, Administration will immediately begin drafting tender documents,
procurement of supplies as needed, and will begin communication plans related to the work that will be
forthcoming in 2021.
Any delay to the approval of the recommendations or the workplan will result in delay of the tendering
process and commencement of work which requires winter conditions to conduct. Such a delay could
risk completion of the MSP Grant parameters which require that the project be completed, and funds
expensed within the 2021 calendar year.
Given that no maintenance funds were allocated to the Boardwalk through the 2021 budget process
due to lack of Water Act Approval at that time, approval of the recommendations and MSP workplan
will ensure that the boardwalk receives much needed maintenance and rehabilitation in 2021.
The workplan includes maintenance to the following areas using materials and project parameters as
outlined in the recommendations. Please refer to the Boardwalk map (Attachment 3) which
demonstrates the areas of work:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Main Entrance – Sutherland Street Access
Section L – Beaver Boardwalk Pond Crossing
Between Section C/D - Trail Connector
Section B – Lakeside at Dock

Financial Implication
Items
Operating Cost/Implications
Capital Cost

Comments
$0
$300,000.00
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Budget Available
Source of Funds
Unbudgeted Costs

$300,000.00
$300,000.00 Approved MSP Grant Funding

Level of Service Implications:
Upon the completion of the 2021 MSP Grant funded workplan, the public experience at the boardwalk
will be significantly improved from its current state.
Public Engagement:
Different forms of engagement were conducted by the committee to establish the recommendations
outlined in this report.
Due to the unexpected influx of grant funding and the associated grant timelines, the Beaver Boardwalk
Committee has established a work plan that does not contradict feedback received from engagement
already conducted. However, time constraints will not allow for specific engagement on the workplan
itself.
Communications:
Communications with respect to the MSP workplan and funds will be communicated prior to Council
decision at the February 2, 2021 Council meeting. Additional communications will occur as the project
develops, including tender information and project scheduling.
Risk / Liability:
Any delay to the MSP funded workplan may jeopardize the Town’s ability to use the approved grant
funding as most work must be conducted in frozen conditions.
To reduce this risk, Administration is engaging in conversations with grant administrators with respect
to the delicate nature of the environment in which this project is to occur, and thus the importance/need
to be reliant on winter weather conditions. It is Administration and the Beaver Boardwalk Committee’s
hope that grant administrators may allow for carry forward of funds into the winter months of 2022 in
order to complete the project if required.
Legislative Implications
Conforms with:

Yes/No/
Partial
Yes

Council’s Strategic Plan

Community Sustainability
Plan

Yes

Comments
KS 1.2.2: Sustain and expand 12-month recreation.
KS 3.1.3: Develop a more consultative approach to operational
planning.
KS 3.1.4: Build relationships with community connectors
KS 4.1.1: Continue preventative maintenance program.
KS 4.1.3: Maintain and enhance Hinton’s indoor and outdoor
recreation infrastructure.
“Celebrates our unique cultural heritage, small-town charm and
natural landscape”.
“Making decisions that meet the needs of the present without
compromising long-term viability of our community”.

Municipal
Bylaws

Policies

or

Yes

“follow sustainability principles, ensure actions are completed and
invite citizen involvement”.
Land Use Bylaw, Public Participation Policy
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Provincial Laws or MGA
Other Plans or Policies

Yes
Yes

Wetland Policy
POST

Options / Alternatives
1. That Committee recommend the Beaver Boardwalk Committee Recommendations and
Deliverables report be brought to the February 2, 2020 Regular Council Meeting for decision.
2. That Committee recommend the Beaver Boardwalk Committee Recommendations and
Deliverables report be brought to a future Standing Committee Meeting for further discussion.
3. That Committee refer the recommendations back to the Beaver Boardwalk Committee for
revision.
Attachment(s)
Attachment 1: BEBO Committee Terms of Reference
Attachment 2: Stakeholder Identification List
Attachment 3: Boardwalk Map
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